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Solution Brief



Empowering business users with  

data-driven insight 

The essence of analytics remains to provide business 

users with relevant insights, which in turn allows 

them to take effective decisions. This has come 

into sharper focus given the unprecedented rate of 

change and competition that we have experienced 

over recent years. This calls for a modern, dynamic, 

and flexible approach to provisioning information.

The unmatched adoption of SAP BusinessObjects 

and its critical role within businesses has meant that 

it remains the cornerstone of Enterprise Business 

Intelligence strategies for our customers.

This investment has been protected and extended 

with the release of SAP BusinessObjects BI 4.3. 

This release has extensively modernised the user 

experience and strengthened its integration with 

SAP Analytics Cloud.

SAP Analytics Cloud will leverage your existing 

investment in SAP BusinessObjects and specifically 

Universes and Web Intelligence reports. Both of 

these can be readily consumed as data sources for 

new outputs in SAP Analytics Cloud.

Embracing the Cloud will open up new frontiers 

and deliver a truly immersive experience for your 

users.

Enterprise reporting combined with  

agile analytics

SAP Analytics Cloud coupled with your existing 

investments in SAP BusinessObjects marks a 

new milestone: Hybrid Analytics. This allows 

organisations to benefit from the breakneck speed 

of innovation in the cloud whilst continuing to 

leverage their existing on-premise systems. 

Embrace and Extend your Analytics
On-premise capabilities combined with fast-paced innovation in the 
cloud to deliver Hybrid Analytics 

Put data and insight at the  
core of your business



Assessment 
Package to 
guarantee on-
time delivery and 
optimal outcomes

Planning is an integral part of how organisations 

manage their performance and this is now a core 

component of this solution. Businesses can start 

with defining their plans as they relate to revenue, 

profitability, headcounts, carbon emissions, etc. 

and then leveraging the inbuilt machine learning, 

collaboration and natural language processing 

capabilities to dramatically improve productivity 

and the ability of organisations to respond to new 

opportunities and threats. 

Embark on your journey to Hybrid Analytics 

To support you on this journey, itelligence has 

drawn on their considerable expertise to create

an Assessment Package designed to create a tailored 

migration path for your organisation. 

The graphic above sets out the entire engagement; 

taking a customer from inception as part of our 

Assess phase, through to the commissioning of a 

new Hybrid Analytics landscape and the associated 

transformation. This predefined and structured 

approach will provide clarity on cost, deliverables, 

reduce risk, and produce high quality output.

Need Help to Plan your Move?

The first step in moving to a Hybrid Analytics 

architecture is to understand, identify your path, 

and define an effective strategy.  Speak to itelligence 

about our low cost, fixed price ‘Guided path 

Selection’ service. This can be delivered within 2 

weeks and only costs £5,000.

This includes a custom roadmap, which takes into 

account your current requirements and how they 

can be delivered as part of this pioneering Hybrid 

Analytics landscape.
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Contact us today to 
learn more about 
our solutions: 
» info@itelligencegroup.co.uk

Your benefits at a glance

n  Guided Path Selection delivered within 2 weeks

n  Includes a custom roadmap reflecting your key 

priorities

n  Clear and unambiguous view of budgets and 

effort

n  The implementation can follow as a seamless 

progression

n  Deliver modern and immersive analytical 

experiences through deploying a Hybrid 

Analytics landscape

Why itelligence?

itelligence is a Pinnacle Award-winning SAP 

Platinum Partner with 10,000 highly qualified 

employees in 25 countries. We are an NTT DATA 

company and we focus on SAP solutions to create 

value for our clients. 

itelligence customers are leading the way in 

adopting and exploiting SAP analytical technologies 

that are powering the intelligent enterprise. From 

cloud analytics and data management to modern 

data platforms and advanced analytics, itelligence 

customers are leveraging data to deliver true insight 

to action;

n  Strong analytics skills across strategy, reporting, 

information management and support 

n  We deliver transformative business insight with 

enterprise-grade analytics and modern data 

platforms 

n  A trusted partner with both SAP applications & 

SAP analytics expertise 

n  We support the largest SAP BusinessObjects 

community in the UK 

n  We deliver outcome-based innovation to 

businesses with experience in analytics cloud 

and cloud planning projects


